


 

Planning, Display and Management:  
Operating Museum with Intelligence 
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Visitor –centered  

China is a country with five- thousand- year long history rich with ancient cultures. The collections of 
Chinese museums are quite abundant. Among this tour in Beijing, I visited the Capital Museum which 
impressed me deeply for its new and excellent exhibition. My favorite exhibition is the comparison between 
Beijing history, folk customs, cultures and the world civilizations displayed on the second floor. 
 
Another one I’d like to talk about is the Ancient Buildings Museum. It is a potential museum that can make 
big progress. Although new concept of museum management is applied in the museum, the potentiality has 
not been realized adequately, there is still a big room for improvement. 
 
Visitors should be the center of museum service. Many museums in the world, for example, ancient 
buildings museums and archaeological sites themselves are good places for tourism or travel. How to 
attract travelers is the problem which should be well considered. The exhibition will be worthless and 
meaningless, if no one visits the museum. In Europe and some other countries, all the planning of museum 
focuses on visitors. This developing process was slow and took more than twenty years in western 
countries. But in China, it is very fast. 
 
“Strategy” improves funding shortage 

In China, I often hear the complaints of funding shortage from museums. Actually, all the museums around 
the world face the same difficulty. I believe it is a problem of how to use available capital effectively with 
intelligence and strategy. Tickets revenue has been no longer important. Now the emphasis of strategic 
marketing is on what programs to develop that the visitors shall be very much interested in. 
  
Take adolescents for example, they are the major group museums want to offer the best service. And 
usually they can visit museums for free. There are a lot of opportunities for them to consume in a museum, 
which is a simple example of applying “strategy ”. 
  
Few museums in China have well explored and applied “strategy. For instance, museums in China may 
exchange products related to their collections with other museums home and abroad.. Indeed, it is an 
effective method for revenue increase and promotion. 
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Planning serves twice result but half effort  

At present, a challenge that Chinese museums have to face is rapid development . It is of great importance 
for a museum to organize every aspect of the operation and make them effective. Museums in China need a 
break to think over the relationship among all the related aspects and make an overall planning.  
  
There are different criteria and standard for planning to meet purposes. For example, an architect can only 
design a beautiful building excellent for the purpose of other service but may not be able to meet the needs 
of a museum. It turns out no planning is applied to it at all, a big waste on money. The same shall apply to 
the exhibits design of a museum. Planning serves twice results but half effort because it will only cost a 
small fraction of the construction budget but on the other hand it will avoid huge waste on updating and 
reconstruction. 
  
 “Museum planning” was still a fresh concept twenty-five years ago. Chinese museums have made amazing 
progress in planning and management. Meanwhile, training to museum personnel is also essential.  
  
Note: Manual of Museum Planning, Manual of Museum Exhibition and Manual of Museum Management are 
the three books displayed at the Museum Expo. The books introduce advanced concept on museum 
planning, exhibition and management, which serve as the text books for colleges in Western countries.  
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